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Effective Education: progres!, possibitities, the problem,
and the Solution
Ogden R. Lindsley
NCABA, Oakland, CA - 11 February 1gg5
Progress

Johnson used Precision Teachings fi,ne grained daily learning monitoring to
locate and improve weak points in the elfectivenesd of the O-irect Instruclon
materials. By aiming atx2 accelerations rapid curricular climbs are possible.
By requiring high frequencies curricular steps can be leaped over sinte the
fluency produces generative instnrction (Johnson & Layng, 1992).

Possibilities

Early hecision Teaching texts urged aiming at xl.25 acceleration per week
(White & Haring, 1976). Without setting aims sodents often accelerated x2
per week, and occasionally at xl6 per week. Students occasionally learn that
fast on their own without our design. The occasional xl6learnings prove such
rapid learning is possible. Now that Johnson has shown that x2 per week is
easily reached by all of his disadvantaged students, we should set aims at least
at x4 per week. Our data prove to us that if we can discover the proper
conditions, we can routinely produce accelerations as high as x16 per week!
This would &,12 times faster than White and Haring's suggestion, and 8 times
faster than Johnson and Layng's requirement. You get what you aim for, and
we should aim for the highest possible. Such effects might compel attention.

The Problem

Public school, university, and industrial educators resist effective education
because it threatens their livelihood and challenges their pet theories.
This will continue as long as educators are paid for hours of teaching rather
than gain in learner skills. The slower the learning, the mor€ qongy the
educaton now make. This contingency should be revened! The faster the
learning, the more money to the teacher,learne.r and;9hoo^f.
Educat&s successfully r6sisted the following six highly effective methods.
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All six of these -rtfr'odr required rapid choral and oial learnerresponding in
ilJi'gro"pi *ittt massive imounts of daily timed practice and immediate
ieeOUict ahd correction of errors. These features *ere unpopular and.
distasteful to mosr professional educators. so they ignored the methods ano
happily increased their credit hours.
The Solution

must be
The solution is to reinforce teachers and schools for pupil.gain. This
resist
schools
public
litt*fr *4 tearning.cgnters because
comoeniation for t"*fti. i detailed-this problem andit-s solution elsewhere
db)i. j"pp"ning *y tonclusion, Johnson's powerful curriculum
vtotingtide, 6is private school (Johnson, 1992)'
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